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For several years Mark Swank, and Candy Borner, Co-Chairs of the Churchyard Committee and 

I have wanted to restore the Lych Gate.  It had fallen into disrepair and needed some attention.  

Saint Matthew’s is very lucky to have a Lych Gate.  There are very few left.  Indeed, Mark and I 

had to travel to Philadelphia and southern New Jersey to see two.  Then, Mark found one in 

Rhode Island, which he visited.  We think ours was originally built in the mid 19th century.  We 

found some rectangular, tapered nails that were in use between 1830 and 1890.  Eloise Luquer 

painted a watercolor of it in 1916 which hangs in the fellowship hall.   That painting is the only 

known picture we have of it.  

We formed a committee to plan the restoration.  Mark chaired it, John Stockbridge and I joined.  

We asked two of my brothers – Donald MacDonald and Bruce MacDonald to join.  They are not 

current members of the church, but both grew up going to St. Matthew’s.  Both were confirmed 

at St. Matthew’s and Bruce had his wedding there.  Ten years ago, Donald, an architect, designed 

the Children’s Chapel.  Bruce is a noted restoration carpenter, having worked on many historical 

buildings in Westchester, and is very familiar with 19th century construction.  He also serves on 

the board of The Westchester Historical Society with John Stockbridge.  In addition, Sam Godoi 

was a valuable consultant. 

We spent some time examining the existing structure.  Bruce determined that the only original 

pieces of the gate were the posts, one sill beam and the gates.  All the rafters, the horizontal and 

vertical beams had been replaced over the years.  The construction is simple.  As you stand in 

front of the gate you see the four posts and then the sill beam on each side, on top of the posts.  

They support the rafters.  The sill beam closest to the church, the one on the left, is original to the 

structure.  We found rectangular tapered nails in it. 

After studying Eloise’s painting and the observations that Mark and I made from other Lych 

Gates, we made two determinations. The first was that the roof should be steeper.  In both the 

painting and the gates that we saw they were steeper, taller roofs.  Also, all the gates we saw had 

exposed rafters so that the chamfering detail could be seen the full length of the rafter.  The 

ceiling was attached above the rafters.  We made several mock ups of different steepness and 

height.  Finally, we came to a satisfactory resolution, raising the peak by about 14”. 

Donald started on the design, and Bruce started looking for the wood we needed.  We were 

hoping to find tight grain North East Pine.  Bruce was able to source the wood we needed from 

the demolition of a building in Brooklyn built in the 1850’s.    It resists rot very well.  Bruce 

milled and did the basic cuts and chamfering for the pieces we would need to rebuild the gate. 

Donald completed the drawings by late spring, and Bruce had the wood milled and cut by early 

September.  The construction was to be performed by my good friend, Henry Cambeiro, and me.  

Henry is a very experienced competent carpenter.   

We had hoped that the four black locust posts that appeared to be original to the structure could 

be saved.  But as we removed the roof and sill beams it was obvious that some of them had 
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started to rot.  Three of them sat in huge concrete footings.  After much thought and research, we 

decided that trying to restore them would be too expensive and risky.  So, we cut down three 80’ 

Black Locust trees in the woods and field by the parking lot.   We were able to get 4 posts that 

were fairly straight and very similar to the originals.  The next step was to debark them, which 

was done by Mark Swank, Sam Godoi and myself.   

When ready, the posts were sunk in the ground, sitting on 12” of blue stone gravel and 

surrounded with about 8” of the gravel on all sides.  Getting the posts square and straight was the 

largest challenge we faced in the construction.  After this was accomplished, we tapered the tops 

of the posts to the width of the sill beams, using a chainsaw, so they were like the original posts 

from many years ago. 

The construction was straight forward after that.  My brother Bruce took the original sill beam 

and analyzed the paint layers going back to the bare wood.  There were various shades of green.  

He matched the oldest coat of paint to a Benjamin Moore historic color, Gloucester Sage.  This is 

in line with colors favored by Andrew Jackson Downing, a major landscape architect of the mid 

19th century who favored warm earth tones that harmonize a structure with the surrounding 

landscape.  

The last task was to decide the design and size of the cross.  We made up several different sizes 

and styles of crosses.  We invited a group of parishioners to view them.  It was decided that we 

would use a cross with pointy ends that is similar in detail to the two original swinging gates that 

are currently undergoing restoration.  

Our thanks to all that gave assistance and thought to this worthy project! 

   

 


